CHECKLIST OUTDOOR CLEANING

Patio + Balcony
� Start by sweeping away dirt, dust, and spider webs from walls and windows with a
broom. Use a hand brush for raw materials such as bricks.
� Wash everything down with water.
� Use universal cleaner in a spray bottle or bucket to remove more resistant dirt from
all surfaces such as windowsills, doors and railing.
� Dry off with a dishcloth that’s been wrung out.
� Wash windows
� Wash the floors. If you have wood paneling or flooring, check if they need any special
care like staining.
� Take out your outdoor furniture and use the brush to remove spider webs etc.
� Hose the furniture down and use the universal cleaner mix to wipe them over, if they
tolerate water.
� Dry them off and bring out cushions, blankets, lanterns and other cozy items.
Greenhouse
� Start by removing as much as possible from inside the greenhouse. This allows you to
take a broom and sweep walls, corners and furniture for spider webs, dust etc.’
� Use a bucket with universal cleaner to wipe off walls and other surfaces
� Wash the windows on the inside and the outside
� If there’s grime that’s extra hard to remove, try swapping out universal cleaner in with
grime remover.
� If need be, hose the greenhouse down one last time� When it’s dry, replace the interior and add decorative, cozy elements.
Garden
� Remove weeds and dead plants.
� Use a hand brush to scrub stepping stones, stautes or other decorations in the garden,
to remove moss and dirt.
� Trim trees and bushes
� Use a dust pan and hand broom to remove the loose dirt and leaves that have enden
up on the patio, after everything has been removed, trimmed or replanted.
� Reuse old pots or find new ones in colors, so you can plant your favorite outdoor
plant.
� Use Instagram or Pinterest to find inspiration for styling your garden

